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Threshold
Abstract
A formulation based on that of Stephen for randomly diluted systems near the percolation threshold is
analyzed in detail. By careful consideration of various limiting procedures, a treatment of xy spin models and
resistor networks is given which shows that previous calculations (which indicate that these systems having
continuous symmetry have the same crossover exponents as the Ising model) are in error. By studying the
limit wherein the energy gap goes to zero, we exhibit the mathematical mechanism which leads to qualitatively
different results for xy-like as contrasted to Ising-like systems. A distinctive feature of the results is that there is
an infinite sequence of crossover exponents needed to completely describe the probability distribution for
R(x,x’), the resistance between sites x and x’. Because of the difference in symmetry between the xy model and
the resistor network, the former has an infinite sequence of crossover exponents in addition to those of the
resistor network. The first crossover exponent φ1=1+ε/42 governs the scaling behavior of R(x,x’) with ‖x-
x’‖≡r: [R(x,x’)]c~xφ1/ν, where [ ]c indicates a conditional average, subject to x and x’ being in the same
cluster, ν is the correlation length exponent for percolation, and ε=6-d, where d is the spatial dimensionality.
We give a detailed analysis of the scaling properties of the bulk conductivity and the anomalous diffusion
constant introduced by Gefen et al. Our results show conclusively that the Alexander-Orbach conjecture,
while numerically quite accurate, is not exact, at least in high spatial dimension. We also evaluate various
amplitude ratios associated with susceptibilities, χn involving the nth power of the resistance R(x,x’), e.g.,
limp→pcχ2χ0/χ1
2=2[1(19ε/420)]. In an appendix we outline how the calculation can be extended to treat the
diluted m-component spin model for m>2. As expected, the results for φ1 remain valid for m>2. The
techniques described here have led to several recent calculations of various infinite families of exponents.
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A formulation based on that of Stephen for randomly diluted systems near the percolation thresh-
old is analyzed in detail. By careful consideration of various limiting procedures, a treatment of xy
spin models and resistor networks is given which shows that previous calculations (which indicate
that these systems having continuous symmetry have the same crossover exponents as the Ising
model) are in error. By studying the limit wherein the energy gap goes to zero, we exhibit the
mathematical mechanism which leads to qualitatively different results for xy-like as contrasted to
Ising-like systems. A distinctive feature of the results is that there is an infinite sequence of cross-
over exponents needed to completely describe the probability distribution for R (x, x'), the resistance
between sites x and x'. Because of the difference in symmetry between the xy model and the resis-
tor network, the former has an infinite sequence of crossover exponents in addition to those of the
resistor network. The first crossover exponent P, =1+e/42 governs the scaling behavior of R (x, x')
p]/v
with
~
x —x'
~
=r: [R (x, x')], -x ', where [ ], indicates a conditional average, subject to x and x'
being in the same cluster, v is the correlation length exponent for percolation, and a=6 —d, where d
is the spatial dimensionality. We give a detailed analysis of the scaling properties of the bulk con-
ductivity and the anomalous diffusion constant introduced by Gefen et al. Our results show con-
clusively that the Alexander-Orbach conjecture, while numerically quite accurate, is not exact, at
least in high spatial dimension. We also evaluate various amplitude ratios associated with suscepti-
bilities, g„ involving the nth power of the resistance R (x, x'), e.g. ,
lime e P+p/+=2[1+(19e/420)]. In an appendix we outline how the calculation can be extendedC
to treat the diluted m-component spin model for m ~ 2. As expected, the results for P~ remain valid
for m &2. The techniques described here have led to several recent calculations of various infinite
families of exponents.
I. INTRODUCTION
Early studies seemed to indicate that for spatial dimen-
sionality, d =2, the exponent t was close to unity. A
heuristic argument given independently by Skal and
Shklovskii and by deCxennes yielded the prediction that
t =(d —2)v+Pt, (1.2)
where v is the correlation-length g exponent for percola-
tion: g(p) —
~ p —p, ~, and t()& is a crossover exponent
which governs the growth of the configurationally aver-
aged resistance [R (r)] between two nodes which are
separated by a distance r and which are known to be in
the same cluster: [R(r)]-r . The relation (1.2) is$1/v
commonly believed to be a consequence of the node-link
picture, ' but in reality it is a result of scaling and hydro-
dynamics, and as such, should be true even though now
the node-link picture has been superseded by the node-
link-blobs model. One result of the present paper is to
give a firm scaling argument for Eq. (1.2). The first e
The properties of a randomly diluted network of resis-
tors near the percolation threshold has been the object of
much study over the last decade or so. ' Most attention
has been given to the exponent t which describes how the
conductivity X(p) behaves for concentration, p, near the
percolation threshold at p =p, :
expansion treatments of the resistor network were
developed almost simultaneously but based on very dif-
ferent formalisms, one on the Potts model' '" and the
other on the xy model. ' Both formalisms gave results in
agreement with a general symmetry argument of Wallace
and Young, ' which asserted that Pt was unity to all order
in e.
As of 1978, then, all results seemed to be in rough
agreement with one another, except perhaps a series deter-
mination of t(), for d =2 which gave /=1. 4, very dif-
ferent from unity, indeed. Since then, however, the values
of pt from numerical simulations began to increase and
eventually the value P t ——1 for d =2 became exclud-
ed. ' ' Also experimental data, ' and a very convincing
physical argument of Coniglio, ' showed that indeed P~
was not expected to be the same for both the Ising model
(where p~
—I has been accepted for some time ) and the
Heisenberg model (which is known to be equivalent to the
resistor network). It remained to resolve the final ques-
tion as to why the e-expansion treatments giving P, = I
were in error.
As reported previously, ' we have located the diffi-
culty in the previous e-expansion treatments. Here we
give the analysis based on the xy model as first presented
by Stephen, ' but slightly modified here. In the following
paper we give the analysis based on the s-state Potts
model in the limit s~O. That these two quite different
looking calculations should give the same nontrivial result
for an infinite family of crossover exponents (of which P~
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is the first member), is a strong indication that the e
expansion recursion relations are correct. Together with
the second-order calculations of Lubensky and Wang,
the e expansion indicates that P) is a very weak function
of d. This conclusion comports quite well with the fact
that P) —1.3 for d =2 is not too different from unity.
Of the two formulations the present one, based on the
xy model, has been by far the more fruitful. One reason
for presenting the technique in as much detail as we do
here, is that it has been used for a number of seemingly
disparate crossover calculations for diluted systems near
the percolation threshold. We mention the calculations of
(a) P( for a network having a singular distribution of resis-
tances, (b) various crossover exponents for a diluted net-
work of Josephson junctions, (c) the noise exponents (re-
lated to moments of the probability distribution of
currents) in the random-resistor network, and (d) noise
and resistance exponents for the nonlinear resistor net-
work. It seems entirely possible that more calculations
of this type will appear in the near future.
The formulation in terms of the xy model affords a
direct calculation of the configurational average of arbi-
trary powers of the resistance, R (x,x') between two sites
x and x'. In fact, we will give results, both within mean-
field theory and to first order in e for the probability dis-
tribution governing the stochastic variable R(x,x'). As
we shall see, in spatial dimensionalities d for which scal-
ing holds, i.e., for d &6, this distribution involves a scal-
ing function in which only the exponent P( sets the scale
of resistances. ' We find an infinite hierarchy of ex-
ponents, [(t„I, of which (t ( is the first member. The P„'s
for n & 1 describe corrections to scaling in the probability
distribution function for R (x,x'). The calculation of
these additional exponents involves some unusual
subtleties. As we discuss, the calculation of these
correction-to-scaling exponents given previously ' is not
the appropriate one for the random-resistor network. As
this calculation may have repercussions for other prob-
lems we describe it in some detail here.
Briefly this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
summarize the principal results of this work. Among
these are the scaling behavior of the various resistive and
xy correlation functions and the macroscopic conductivi-
ty. In Sec. III we develop the field theory by the standard
technique involving the Hubbard-Stratanovich transfor-
mation. Section IV is devoted to the derivation of the @-
expansion results for the family of crossover exponents of
which P) is the leading member. In Sec. V we give a de-
tailed treatment of the e-expansion recursion relations
from which we identify the nonlinear scaling fields, and
which allows us to calculate explicitly certain universal
amplitude ratios of the resistive susceptibilities. Finally in
Sec. VI our results are summarized. The analogous calcu-
lation for P) for the randomly diluted m-component
model is outlined in Appendix D.
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A. The model systems
Both the xy model and the resistor network on a lattice
with sites x can be described in terms of the reduced
Hamiltonian
H(8) = —g U[8(x) —8(x')] —g h [8(x)] (2.1)
(x,x') X
where & x,x') denotes a nearest-neighbor bond of the lat-
tice and 8(x) is a continuous dynamical variable defined
on some interval. For the xy-model, 8 is the angle (]}
which specifies the orientation of the spin at site x and is
defined on the interval [—n. , n ] and the potentials
U(P) =Ecosoc,
h (P) =hcosP
(2.2a)
(2.2b)
have periods of 2n. Her.e, K=J/T and h =A /T where
J is the usual exchange integral, A the external magnetic
field, and T the temperature. Other potentials periodic in
0, such as those introduced by Villain, ' could equally
well be considered. For the resistor network, we replace
8 by the voltage V defined on the interval [—oo, oo ], and
we have
U( V) = ——,o.V
h ( V)= ,'icoV—
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
where o is the conductance of a bond and co is a frequen-
cy. Canonical averages with weight exp( H) yield th—e
usual thermodynamic functions for the xy model and the
resistive correlation functions for the resistor network.
The use of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) for the resistor network are
reviewed in Appendix A.
In the randomly diluted lattices of interest to us here,
bonds x, x' are present with probability p and absent with
probability 1 —p. The Hamiltonian H, thus, depends on
the configuration c of occupied bonds. We will denote
thermodynamic averages with respect to the Hamiltonian
H (8; c) associated with a configuration c by angular
brackets. For example, averages of the order parameter
(X) 8ik8(x) (2.4)
are written
(X) ) ~8( ) H(8; c)eik8(x)—1z(c) (2.5)
where &8 indicates an integration over the set of vari-
ables I8(x) ) for all x: &8—:g„&8(x) and
z(c)= f u88 "(8''- (2.6)
Quenched averages over the random configurations of
bonds will be denoted by square brackets [ ],„. For exam-
ple, the averaged order parameter and order-parameter
correlation function are, respectively,
Mi, (x)= [ & qk(x) ) ],„
= [&""""'& ).,=Mk,
&k(x,x')=[&A(xW k(x')&)..
[ & 8 ik[8(x)
—8(x')] ) )
=Xk(x —x'),
(2.7a)
(2.7b)
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
where we used the translational invariance of averages to
write the final equalities in Eqs. (2.7b) and (2.8b). When
the external field h (8) is zero, the Hamiltonian is invari-
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ant with respect to a "rotation" [8(x)~8(x)+d8(x)], for
which d8(x) is uniform within each cluster of sites con-
nected by occupied bonds. Consequently Mk and
(Pk(x)P k(x')) vanish in zero field unless x and x' are
part of the same cluster of sites connected by occupied
bonds. Thus an expression equivalent to Eq. (2.8) is
It is important to note that the Hamiltonian H(8; c) for
the resistor network is Gaussian. This implies that only
the first and second cumulants of the voltage are nonzero.
In zero field we have
(2.14a)
Xk(x, x') =[v(x,x';c)(Pk(x)P k(x') ) ]„(h=0), (2.9)
—k ([V(x) —V(x')! }/2q
g X,X =Le Jav
a
ik~8(x)
av
(2.10b)
and
X„(x,x')= g (P ( )P (x'))
av
(2.11a)
where v(x, x;c) is an indicator variable which is unity if x
and x' are in the same cluster for the configuration c and
is zero otherwise. Equation (2.9) is useful in that it em-
phasizes the information about connectivity contained in
+k
We can also consider configurational averages of prod-
ucts of thermal averages of the type encountered in the
study of spin glasses. Therefore, as generalizations of
Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) we define
(2.10a)
—k~R(x, x')/2q (2. 14b)
where as discussed in Appendix A, R (x) is the resis-
tance from x to 0(), and R(x, x') is the resistance between
the points x and x'. Since the right-hand sides of Eqs.
(2.14) are the generating functions for the probability dis-
tributions for R„(x) and R(x, x'), these distributions
(which we discuss in Sec. II C) can be calculated if Mk
and Xk can be evaluated. Note that Eq. (2.14b) implies
ik - V(x) —ik ~ V(x')
that g (e e ) vanishes if x and x' are not
in the same cluster, because in that case, R (x, x') is infin-
ite.
In contrast, the Hamiltonian for the xy model is non-
Gaussian. Then cumulants of arbitrarily high order are
nonzero and contribute to Eq. (2.12). For the xy model
we therefore write
ik [()(x)—()(x')]
)(e
M„= exp g g, k'"(P'"(x)),(2n)!
av
(2.15)
av
=Xk(x —x'), (2.11b)
where k is a vector of arbitrary dimension n whose ath
component is k~. As we shall see later, quenched aver-
ages are obtained using the replica trick in which the for-
mal limit n ~0 is employed.
Before discussing our predictions regarding the func-
tions M& and 7&, it is useful to discuss the type of infor-
mation contained in these functions. When applied to Eq.
(2.7b), the general expression for the average of an ex-
ponential in terms of cumulants (denoted ( ), ) yields
[(A(x) &l.,=exp g, k'"(8'"(x) &,(2n )!
av
(2.12)
(8 (x)), =(8 (x)) —3(8 (x)) (2.13b)
where, k =g k and, for instance, the lowest non-
vanishing cumulants of 8 (with respect to the average ( ) )
in zero field h are
(8'(x) ), = (8'(x) ),
Thus M& is a function of all of the hypercubic invariants
of k rather than of k only (as was the case for the resis-
tor network). In particular, M), depends on g k as well
ask =(gk ).
B. Crossover and scaling
Our primary concern in this paper is the behavior of
averaged order parameters and correlation functions in
the vicinity of the percolation threshold and T =0 or
o. =0. This behavior is characterized by critical ex-
ponents and scaling functions. An important result of our
analysis is that there are an infinite number of crossover
exponents P„which become unity at the upper critical di-
mension d, =6. The first of these, P, is related to the
macroscopic conductivity of the random network or the
spin-wave stiffness of the xy model. The other exponents
represent corrections to scaling and are not trivially re-
lated to observables that we have been able to identify.
We find that near the percolation threshold the order-
parameter and correlation functions have the following
scaling form:
M„=
/
bp /~W($ „„k "// bp
/
"
$, h// bp [ }
X),(x)=x " +"'9'(x/g, Iw„rkr" // bp f ""$, h// /) p [ ),
(2.16a)
(2.16b)
where g-
~
hp
~
is the percolation correlation length
and where P, 6—:P+y=dv —P, and g are, respectively,
the order-parameter, gap, and anomalous-dimension ex-
ponents for the percolation problem. Here and below cap-
ital script letters [e.g., 9 in Eq. (2.16a) and 9' in Eq.
(2.16b)] denote scaling functions which are universal func-
tions of their arguments. Also [ A I as an argument indi-
cates dependence on the family of variables whose typical
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member is A. In the resistor network problem, the exter-
nal field h =iso describes the finite frequency co response
when there are unit capacitances to ground at each site.
The index I in w„j- refers to symmetry of the 2nth-order
polynomial in k with which it is associated. For the iso-
tropic combinations we will omit the subscript I . Also
we point out that w„ is proportional to T" for the xy
model and to o. " for the resistor network. No anisotro-
pic potentials appear for the resistor network.
Note that there is an independent exponent for each n
and I . We have calculated the isotropic exponents to first
order in @=6—d and find
P„=1+c„e/14, (2.17)
where c& ——1/3, c2 —0, and c3 ——1/35. A general ex-
pression for c„ is given in Eq. (4.29b). In addition, we
have calculated the exponent associated with the cubic in-
variant g k:
Pp,
—1+e/105 (2.18)
We have not calculated exponents associated with higher-
order nonspherical invariants, though there is no reason,
in principle, why they cannot be calculated.
It is worth discussing some of the implications of Eq.
(2.16). The most obvious implications concern the low-
temperature properties of the magnetization M and the
susceptibility X of the xy model. Expanding the appropri-
ate parts of Eq. (2.16), we find
M =Re[(Q)(x) ) ],„
=P(p)(1+a)T
I
Ap
I
'+b)T
I
bp I
+a& T
I
bp
I
'+a2, ,T
I Ap I "+ . ),
=
I
ap
I
-
Z(qk, a
I
ap
I
'
I I ap I
icolbpI ), (2.23)
where, as in our discussion of T, (p), we have chosen vari-
ables so that o. appears only in one place. An additional
scaling feature of the voltage correlation function is evi-
dent from the Gaussian form of the voltage Hamiltonian,
Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3). The transformation V~b '~ V im-
plies transformations co~b 'co and o.~b 'o.. These in-
variances are a manifestation of the fact that the scale of
time can be chosen arbitrarily. They imply the following
scaling law for g:
g (q, co, cr) =b 'g(q, b 'co, b 'cT), (2.24)
From this we conclude that the paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic transition temperature satisfies
T,(p)-
I
~p I
' (2.22)
near p, . Since P~ & 1, this implies that the phase boun-
dary approaches zero with zero slope as shown in Fig. 1.
We now turn to the implications of Eq. (2.16) for the
resistor network. An important consequence of the
analysis of the next section is that the voltage variable of
the resistor network is merely a component of the percola-
tion order parameter to which co couples linearly, as in
Eq. (3.22), below. This allows us to conclude that the
voltage-voltage correlation function satisfies a scaling re-
lation of the form
g(q, co) =Q e'q'"[( V(x) V(0) ) ],„
XT= QX((x)
(2.19a)
g (q, co, cT) = cr 'f (q, co/o ) . (2.25)
or, with the choice b=cr, that g is a function of colo'
only,
=s(p)(1+e&T
I bp I '+f&T I bp I
+e,T2
I
ap
I
'+e„T3
I
ap
I
"+ . )
where
P(p)-
I
ap l~, s(p)-
I
sp
I
(2.19b)
(2.20)
, . . . , h/lbp
I
) .
are respectively the probability that a site is in the infinite
cluster and the mean-square cluster size. The first terms
in these expressions can easily be identified with the lead-
ing corrections from thermally excited spin excitations
(spin waves when there is an infinite cluster). The
higher-order terms are more difficult to characterize.
The expansion in Eq. (2.19) is valid for T «
I
hp
I
For T-
I
bp I, near the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic
phase boundary for example, it is appropriate to express
the scaling relations in Eq. (2.16) so that T appears in one
place
(2.21)
Combining this with the previous scaling expression, we
obtain
XP
0 0 0 C
FIG. 1. Phase diagram for the dilute Heisenberg or xy model
(right) contrasted to that for the Ising model (left).
g(q, cu)=o '
I
b,p I 'H(qg', (co/cr) I bp I
I I bp I
' "I), (226)
where H is some scaling function. Since nP~ —P„ is of
order n —1 for n ~ 1, one sees that the variables involving
these exponents represent corrections to the dominant
scaling behavior. The macroscopic conductivity can be
obtained from g (q, co) via the Kubo formula'
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COX= lim lim Reg(q, co) .~~oq~o q
(2.27)
To obtain a finite nonzero result for X one sees that the
dominant behavior of W must be
C. Probability distribution for the resistance
A useful characterization of the properties of a
random-resistor network can be obtained via the probabil-
ity P(R, x x')d—R that two sites x and x' be in the same
cluster and have a resistance in the interval [R, R +dR].
The distribution function P(R, x —x') can be expressed as
(2.28) P (R,x —x') = [v(x, x';c)6(R —R (x,x';c) )],„. (2.36)
in which case we find that
(2.29)
where the last equality defines the conductivity exponent,
t. We thereby obtain the familiar equation
t =(d —2)v+P, , (2.30)
=(2+0)v, (2.31)
where
8=(t —P)/v (2.32)
is the diffusion constant exponent introduced by Gefen
et al. Using Eq. (2.31) and extending the definition of
X to finite frequency and wave number, we obtain
for the conductivity exponent. Note that the required
linear dependence of X on o. emerges as a natural result of
our scaling analysis and does not need to be "put in by
hand. " It is worth emphasizing that although the relation
(2.30) is commonly derived using the node-links model, '
it in fact has a firmer basis within a hydrodynamic treat-
ment of spin-waves, which in essence is the physical
content of the present derivation.
When the correction-to-scaling terms proportional to
I
bp
I
' " are neglected, Eq. (2.26) leads to the scaling
forms discussed by Gefen et al. for the frequency
dependent conductivity, average distance traveled by a
diffusing particle and diffusion constant, as we now veri-
fy. Using Eq. (2.30), we obtain
6+/, = (t P)+2v—
P(R,x —x')
[v(x,x';c)],„
(2.37)
P, (R,x) can be obtained from the histogram above by di-
viding the number of measurements with resistance be-
tween R and R+dR by the total number of measure-
ments with finite resistance.
From the above we see that Xl,(x) (evaluated at zero
field, h) is the Laplace transform with respect to k /2 of
the distribution function P(R, x):
gl, (x) I k, &
—f e "P(R, x) . (2.38a)
Thus P(R, x) can be obtained from Xk(x) by the inverse
transform,
C+l oo
P(R,x)= f die gk(x) I k,C —l oo
This quantity might be measured as follows: Fix the two
probes of an ohmmeter to have a separation x. Measure
the resistance between all pairs of lattice points separated
by x, and prepare a histogram of the values of the mea-
sured resistance. On occasion, the resistance will be infin-
ite indicating that the two probes of the ohmmeter are in
different clusters. These measurements should be placed
in a separate bin of the histogram as shown in Fig. 2.
Then P(R,x)dR is the number of points in the histogram
between R and R+dR divided by the total number of
measurements made. A related and sometimes more use-
ful distribution is the conditional probability P, (R,x —x )
that the resistance between x and x' is R given that x and
x' are in the same cluster. This is simply
[v(x, x';c)5(R —R(x, x', c)],„
Pc(R~x x ) =
X(q, to)=cr
I bp I 'W(qg, (co/ct)g'+ ) (2.33) XR[ —XR (x, x')]
2m'
(2.38b)
in agreement with Refs. 34 to 36. The voltage satisfies
the same diffusion equation as the probability that a
diffusing particle is at position x at time ~. Thus,
Thus, using the scaling relations of Eq. (2.16), one can
predict the scaling form of P(R,x):
g(x, r) = f d e'q *e '"'g(q, co)'I(2m) (2.34)
is the probability averaged over clusters that a diffusing
particle is at x at time ~ given that it was at the origin at
time zero. The average squared displacement then satis-
fies =R
(r2(r)) = f d xx g(x, r)= — g(q r) I q=o
(2.35)
lnI 0
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of a histogram of resis-
tances, 8 (x, x+ s), found by an ohmmeter with its terminals at
x and x+s for an ensemble of values of x for fixed separation s
in a random sample.
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P(R, x) =—x '" '+"'W(oRx ', [(oR) " '), x/g)
R
(2.39a)
=constXx '" +"'P, (R, x), (2.39b)
where x =
~
x
~
. Several results are evident from Eq. (2.39). The first involves the conditional moments of R,
IR "(x)I = f dRR "P,(R,x) .
When these moments exist [as they will for n & (d —2+g)v/P~, as indicated by Eq. (2.47), below], they satisfy
(2.40)
(2.41)
at p =p, . For d &6, P~ —1 and v= 1/2, and this equation says that the average resistance between two sites in the same
cluster is proportional to x . The interpretation is that the dominant paths between points separated by x are random
walks of x steps. Since each step carries a resistance o. ' and resistances add in series, this gives a resistance propor-
tional to x . The resistive susceptibility introduced by Fisch and Harris is merely the first moment of R with respect to
P.
X'"(x,x') —= [v(x, x';c)R (x, x', c)],„=f dR RP(R, x —x')
(2.42)
We can obtain higher-order resistive susceptibilities cor-
responding to averages of higher moments of the two-
point resistance by differentiation with respect to the pa-
rameter A, in Eq. (2.38a): —1 —{d —2+g )v/Q ) (2.47)
o.R »1, the probability of having a resistance R should
be independent of x. Thus Eq. (2.39) yields
g'"(x, x')=[v(x, x')R(x, x'; c)'],„
Gq(x, x')
8( —k /2)
(2.43a)
(2.43b)
indicating that there is a long tail in the distribution at
large R as shown in Fig. 3. For d &6, v= 1/2, P~ —I,
and g=0, so that
X„(p)—:+X'"'(x, x'), (2.44)
and it is easily established that this quantity diverges as
~.(p)-
I p —p, I (2.45)
Of some interest are various universal amplitude ratios,
which can be expressed in terms of the quantities p„de-
fined as
In series work ' it is convenient to evaluate the zero
wave-vector component of the spatial Fourier transform
of 7'"', which we write as
(2.48)
This result can again be interpreted in terms of random
walks. The probability of having a resistance o.R »x is
merely the probability that a walk will return to the origin
0.5
p,:—Xo '(p)X, (p)/X'i(p), p~p, .
To order e we find
19@p2=2 1—
420
(2.46) 0.4
CC
~ 0.3
0.2
O. i
and
601'
p3
—6 1—
5880
Results for arbitrary s can in principle be calculated.
We now discuss the behavior of P(R, x) as a function
of R. The large-R behavior of P(R,x) can be obtained
with the aid of the observation that for oR »x, and$1/v
0.0
0 2 3
0 Rx
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of RP, (R,x) for x &&1 and
$1/vcrR/x ' bounded away from zero. To draw this figure we
used the mean-field result of Eq. (2.52) for d =6, arbitrarily set-
ting a =4. The lower cutoff which must occur when R is equal
to its value for separation x on a pure lattice is not shown, as it
41/v
corresponds to an infinitesimally small value of o.R /x '
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after R steps.
Pl/vThe opposite limit of oR «x (but aR »1, still) is
more difficult to discuss. For a fixed separation x we
know that the minimum possible resistance is that for a
pure lattice, R;„(x). The behavior of P(R,x) for
R -R,„requires an evaluation of Xk(x) for general k
and x and is not considered here. Within mean-field
theory it is straightforward to calculate P(R,x) for
(oR /x ) »5 and x »1, where 5 is a fixed nonzero num-
ber. (This restriction eliminates the regime where
R -R;„.) With Eqs. (3.28a) and 3.27) for X!„Eq.(2.38b)
becomes
P(R,x)= die
(2~) q'+a A/o+, b(. A/o )', +
(2.49)
where a and b are unimportant constants and where higher-order terms in (X/o ) have been neglected. The changes of
variables A, =y/R and k=xq lead to
c+i oo dy d dk e ik. eP(R, x) = d e~Rx ~ —!~ 2vri o (2~)" k +a(yx /crR)+bx (yx /crR) + .
(2.50)
where e =x/
~
x
~
. Thus for a R /x greater than some
fixed number 6 and x &~1, the terms of order y and
higher in the denominator can be neglected. The integral
over y and the subsequent integral over k are easily car-
ried out yielding
d/2
necessary to include all powers of k in the denominator
of Eq. (2.49). In the critical theory, the contribution in
Eq. (2.39) involving all crossover exponents P„are
presumably of equal importance though we have not
done any explicit calculations to verify this.
P(R, K) ——o. a
a oR
e 2/(4oR ) (2.51) III. FIELD THEORY
P, (R, x)
(d —2) /2
1 1 ax
R [(d —4)/2]! 4o.R exp[
—ax /(4o.R)],
(2.52)
where we used the normalization to fix some of the con-
stants. Thus, the mean-field result indicates that P(R, x)
is a peaked function of the scaling variable o.R/x as
shown in Fig. 3 and in accordance with the more general
result of Eq. (2.39). The regime where oR is of order uni-
ty for large x arises from clusters having many parallel
paths. To treat this regime in mean-field theory, it is
Since [v(0, x)]„-x " in mean field-theory, we may use
this result to express the conditional probability distribu-
tion as
In this section, we will derive the field theory for the
quenched averages for the randomly diluted xy and resis-
tor network models introduced in the preceding section.
Much of this derivation is similar to that presented by
Stephen' in his discussion of the resistor network. How-
ever, in order to facilitate the calculation of critical ex-
ponents in an e expansion to be presented in the next sec-
tion, we will be somewhat more precise about the limiting
processes than was Stephen.
We begin with a brief review of how the replica pro-
cedure is used to generate quenched random averages. In
its simplest form, the replica procedure involves the intro-
duction of factors Z" (which become unity when n~0)
into functions to be configurationally averaged. For ex-
ample, the correlation function introduced in the preced-
ing section can be written as
yk(x, x') = lim[Z(c)" ' I&Oe ' '' Qk(x)Q k(x )] /[Z(c) ]n~0
n —1
(3.1a)
g
—H(8, c)
n~ [0
g
—H(0, c)
'av
[Z(c)"]„. (3.1b)
exp( —M„)—:exp —gH (8, c)
a av
(3.2)
The averages in Eq. (3.1) can be interpreted as thermal
averages with respect to a replica Hamiltonian H„defined
so as to satisfy
q (x) elk. e (3.3)
where k 8= g" !k 8, we may generalize Eq. (3.1) as
Then, introducing replicated variables 0, a = 1, . . . , n
and setting
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Xq(x, x')=lim fage "11jq(x)q ),(x')/f agen~0
(3.4a)
the diluted lattice to obtain
H„= —g ln 1+Uexp g U[0 (x) —0 (x')]
(x,x') a av
where &0=+ &0 . For notational simplicity we will
henceforth write averages with respect to the replica
Hamiltonian, like that in Eq. (3.4a), as
Xq(x, x') = (gq(x)f q(x'))H (3.4b)
b,O=OM/I . (3.5)
The continuum limit is obtained by letting b,0~0 (or
s~co). For the resistor network, one can let 0M and
shoo simultaneously by setting M=m, OM ——Vpm and
taking the limit m ~ oo. Conjugate to 0 is the variable
k= q,2&shO (3.6)
where q is an integer that can take on the s values in the
interval [—M,M]. The usual completeness and ortho-
gonality relations apply to 0 and k:
~ b,kb, g;ke ~ b,kb, g;ke=&kp Z. e ' =5gp,
g 2' k 2'
(3.7)
where we see that hk =2m. /(sb, g) from Eq. (3.6). Since k
takes on s different values, there are s"—1 distinct fields
11jq provided the trivial component with k=O is excluded.
Using the relations Eq. (3.7), H„can be expressed as a
quadratic form in Pz. First we perform the average over
with the limit n~O left implicit. The important step,
lim„oZ"(c)=1, of the replica procedure only works if
Z(c) is finite and positive. In the xy model, the partition
function Z(c) for a configuration c is simply e f'I,
where N is the number of sites and f (c) is the free energy
per site which is bounded. Thus, one satisfies the bound-
edness condition by taking first the limit n~O followed
by N~oo. For the resistor network, however, the parti-
tion function is infinite in the absence of the external
fields (capacitors to ground) because the integral over the
mode in each cluster for which the voltage is the same at
all sites in the cluster diverges. We will circumvent this
problem by restricting the values of the voltage to lie in
the interval [—0M, 0M] and allow 0M ~ co after the limit
n~0 is taken. In this way, lime lim„oZ"= I as re-
quired. As usual, the limit N~ op is to be taken last of
all.
We should point out that problems with the replica pro-
cedure can arise for the s =0 state Potts model which also
provides a description of the resistor network. Here again
Z(c)~0 for s~0. In this case, the proper procedure is
to take the limit n ~0 before letting s~O as discussed in
Refs. 10, 11, and 23.
Although one can in principle study the diluted xy
model directly in terms of replicas, we find it convenient,
in order to make contact with the Potts model formula-
tion of percolation, ' to discretize the values of 0. To this
end, we allow 0 to take on s =2M+1 discrete values on
the interval [—0M, 0M ]. For the xy model, 0M —ri
whereas for the resistor network, OM~oo after n~O.
The interval between successive values of 0 is
—gh [0 (x)]—Nein(1 —p), (3.8)
where U—:p/(1 —p) and Nii is the number of bonds in the
undiluted lattice. The constant term Nzln(1 —p) will be
dropped in subsequent discussions. Using Eq. (3.7) to
Fourier transform H„, we obtain
H„= ——,' g g Dk Bg y„„11ig(x)$ g(x')
x, x' k~p
g Dk hg11ig(x), (3.9)
where Dk =(b,k/2')" and y„„ is defined to be unity if x
and x' are nearest neighbors and zero otherwise. Note
that k=0 is excluded from the sums because gk o is trivi-
ally unity. The coefficients Bk and hk are easily calculat-
ed:
B~—g (b,g)"e ' ln 1+Uexp g U(0 )
8 a
I+1
v'F, (k),
t
av
(3.10)
where
Fi(k) = g (b,g)"e '"' exp 1 g U(0 )
a
Similarly,
hk —g(50)"e ' gh(0 ) .
(3.11)
(3.12)
In the continuum limit, the sums can be replaced by in-
tegrals. In the case of the resistor network, Fi(k) is sim-
ply a Gaussian integral,
F (k) iim e —ik ve —lo v /2d"V
n o —~ (2~)"
—k 2/ (21o- j (3.13)
For the xy model, U(9) is not quadratic in 0, and Fi(k)
will not be a function of k only. In the large-K (i.e.,
low-temperature: K =J/T) limit,
IK g cose
Fi(k)=lim f e '"' en o —n' (2~)n
~e " ' 'exp pa. gk J
J=2 a
(3.14)
where a 2 —( 1K ) /4!, and in general a1 —( 1K)
Equation (3.14) gives the coefficient, correct to leading or-
der in powers of ( 1K) ', of each of the invariant combina-
tions of k in an expansion of Fi(k) in powers of k
Note that the coefficient of k in the above expansion is
of order ( 1K) whereas the coefficient of g k is of or-
der (1K) . In view of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), Bt, can be
expanded in a power series in K ' (or, for the resistor
network, o ') as
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ca
( 1)I+1
b =(—1)~K Jg . v',J (j+11=1
for the xy model and for the resistor network
co
( 1 )I+1
b) —( —1)jo. ' g . , v',
t=1
(3.16a)
(3.16b)
Thus when K '=cr '=0, Bk —ln(1 —p) ' is indepen-
dent of k and H„reduces to the s"-state Potts model
which describes percolation in the n ~0 limit:
H„(K '=0, h =0)= —g [ln(1 —p) '](20M )
(x,x')
X (& "58(„)e(„~ —I) . (3.17)
This clearly shows that by taking the limit n~O before
s~ oo we will regain percolation at K '=0 (o = oo ).
As pointed out by Stephen, ' it is on occasion useful to
consider not the order parameter gk but its Fourier
transform,
g (x)—:g Dkgke
k~O
=(b,0) "5„e—(20M )— (3.18)
Since the term with k=0 is excluded from the sum in Eq.
(3.18), the Fourier transformed order parameter satisfies
(3.19)
provided the limit n ~0 is taken before the limit 0~~ oo.
Note that P is a form of the Potts-model order parame-
ter commonly encountered in the literature. " ' When
Bk —ln(1 —p) '+ g bjk 1+b2, gk +, (3.15)
j=1 a
where b2, is zero for the resistor network and is propor-
tional to K in the xy model and where
b,0~0, 1t (x) contains a Dirac rather than a Kronecker
delta.
g„(x)~6(w —8(x) ) —(20M ) (3.20)
In this limit, the integral, rather than the sum, of tP over
w is zero. When the limit 0M~ao is taken, p is simply
the Dirac delta function setting w equal to 0 with the
constraint that its integral over w be zero. This is the
form of the order parameter used by Stephen. ' Equation
(3.20) clearly establishes that the voltage is merely a com-
ponent of the order parameter for the resistor network
since we can write
V= g (b0)"[p (x)+(20M) "]w . (3.21)
Thus, there is a positive energy associated with all V&0,
i.e., the unique state with V=O is favored by the capaci-
tance to ground. This is analogous to but not identical to
the situation encountered in more familiar treatments of
the Potts model where the external field favors one of the
s possible states, but the other s —1 states are still
equivalent. For the xy model, the external fields favor or-
der that is distributed unequally among the vectors.
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.9) is bilinear in the pk s and
can be converted to a continuum field theory in the stan-
dard way using a Hubbard-Stratanovich transformation.
We obtain
A similar expression applies for the angle variable of the
xy model.
The external field warrants further comment. In the
resistor network, h = —icoV, and the potential arising
from the capacitive coupling to ground can be expressed
as
H,„,= gicoV
(x)=ice+(60)"w
[Q (x)+(20M) "] .
x)w
(3.22)
—L. [P),(x)]:-=[Z"]=fDpk(x)e " exp( ——,' QDkhkBk '(x)y„„'h k(x')),
where y„„' is the matrix inverse of y„„,Dpk(x) =gk „dpk(x), and
(3.23)
L [Pk(x)] = —, g Dk B„'y„„' Pk(x)P „(x')—g Dkgk(x)B„'y„„'h „(x')—g ln f&8exp QDkgk(x)g k(x)
x, x', k x, k k
From this, it is easy to verify that
( Qk( x ) ~ Bk gy, y [ ( (t'k( y ) ~ L h k ( y ) l
(3.24)
(3.25a)
( 0k (x)0k (x ) )H„(fk ~H„( fk (x') &H„Bk Bk gy, yy ', y'( 0k (y)Pk (y ) )L +Bk ~k, —k y. .' (Dk ) (3.25b)
(3.26)
k I, k2, kl +k2&O
where ( )L indicates an average with respect to expI —L [pk(x)] ]. Equation (3.24) defines our fundamental field theory.
In the evaluation of critical exponents in the vicinity of six dimensions, we can expand L in powers of gk(x) and use a
continuum limit. In addition, we can expand Bk in powers of k . Also, since we will always take the limit n ~0 before
6k~0, we can replace the factors Dk by unity. For h (0)=0, the resulting Hamiltonian, which we will study in the next
section, can then be expressed as
L= fd'x —,' y "ek(x)4—k(x)+~4k(x) ~4 —k(x) 3, ~3 f d"x y Ok~(x)kk2(x)4 —k~ —k2(x) + ' ' '
k~O
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where
r„,=r+ g wjk '+w2, g k
J a
(3.27)
rl(l ) =(s"—2)g (l)
12[1+r (l)]
~——,'g~ (s "~1;r~r*),
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
with r-p, —p. The coefficients mj can be obtained from
the expansions of Bk in powers of k presented in Eqs.
(3.13) and (3.14).
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.26) forms the starting point
for detailed calculations. Within mean-field theory one
neglects the fluctuations implied by the higher-than-
quadratic terms in L. In this case one has the mean-field
propagator
Go(q, rp)=(q + r ) (3.28a)
in terms of the Fourier wave vector q. This propagator is
an approximation to the exact propagator
Gi, (q)—:I d "xe 'q'" * '(Pi, (x)P k(x') )I (3.28b)
in terms of which the resistive correlation functions are
given via Eq. (3.25). The distinction between correlation
functions involving the f's and those in terms of the P's is
unimportant, because at long wavelength, they differ only
by a constant.
IV. e EXPANSION
In this section, we will use momentum shell
renormalization-group recursion relations to calculate
critical exponents to first order in @=6—d for the models
discussed in the preceding sections. We proceed in the
usual way by removing degrees of freedom from the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.26) with wave number of magni-
tude q lying between the upper cutoff A = 1 and e 'A fol-
lowed by a rescaling of P,
(e lq)~e(d+ 2 7/)I/2$(q) (4.1)
with g chosen to keep the coefficient of Vgi, VP i, con-
stant. By removing only an infinitesimal shell in wave
number space at a time, we obtain differential equations
for the potentials rk(l) and u3(1). For d near 6, potentials
associated with terms of higher than third order in the P's
are strongly irrelevant and may be neglected.
We begin by studying the case when wkr —0 for all k
and I . This case corresponds to o. '=0 or T=0 and
should, therefore, reduce to the familiar results for the
pure percolation problem. ' ' ' Near six dimensions
the only relevant diagram for the self-energy is that
shown in Fig. 4. By requiring the coefficient of
~
Vgi,
~
to remain equal to unity we find that g(l) is given by
where
g (I)=Ed f4 3(I) (4.3)
where Kd —I (d/2)/(2m. )" is the phase-space element in
d dimensions. The factor s"—2 arises in Eq. (4.2a) be-
cause there are s" possible values of k in the sum over
internal legs in Fig. 4, two of which are prohibited be-
cause propagators with k=0 are excluded. Similarly, the
recursion relations for r(l) and g(l) are obtained from
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, as
= [2—71(l)]r——, (s"—2)g (l) [1+r (1)]'
dg = [a —3il(l)]g(l)+(s"—3) 2g (l)
dl [1+r(I)]
(4.4)
(4.5)
Again the factors of s"—2 and s"—3 arise because there
are s" values of k, but in the sum for the internal legs the
constraint k&0 excludes two values for Fig. 4 and three
for Fig. 5. If the limit ~n0 is taken before shoo, the
usual recursion relations in 6—e dimensions for the per-
colation problem are retrieved. At the fixed point (for
s "~1),to order e the potentials assume the values
g* =2@/7,
r*= —e/14,
(4.6a)
(4.6b)
and the correlation length and critical-point exponents the
values
v=(2 —il —g~) '= —, +5e'/84,
E/21 .—
(4.6c)
(4.6d)
We emphasize again the importance of the order of limits
in the above analysis.
To obtain the crossover properties associated with
nonzero wk, its suffices to set g(l)=g*. As shown by
Rudnick and Nelson, inclusion of the l dependence of g
leads to corrections to scaling which we will not consider
explicitly. The zero wave-vector part of Fig. 4 yields
FIG. 4. Diagram which contributes to the recursion relation
Eq. (4.4) for r(1) for d near 6.
FICr. 5. Diagram which contributes to the recursion relation
Eq. (4.5) for the third-order potential, g (I) for d near 6.
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d71
dl
= [2—r1(l)] g ——,g*flk, (4.7) (4. 14)
where
D(p+k)D(p),
p:p~O, p+ k~O
(4.8)
To gain some insight into the implications of this recur-
sion relation, we start by ignoring completely 6H. The
coefficients Il& ' in Eq. (4.13b) are
D '(p)=1+rp —Gp '(q =1, rp) .
In terms of an unrestricted sum we may write
II„= 2D (k)D—(0)+gD (p+ k)D (p)
P
=H„'"+SH„,
(4.9)
(4.10a)
(4. 10b)
where D(p) is the mean-field propagator evaluated at
q =1:
Ho =—(O)
(0)H, =
(O)
H2
2w I (I)
[ 1+r ( I )]'+
1 2r(l)+r (I)
[1+r (I)] [1+r (t)]
2wi (I)
[1+r(l)]
2wp(I) 2w, (I)
[1+r(l)] [1+r(t)]
2w, (l)
+( I)1 —1[1+r (l)]
(4.15a)
(4.15b)
(4.15c)
III, '=D (0) 2D(k)D—(0)
and an "anomalous" part given by
511&—— D'(0)+ gD (p+ k)D (p)
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
=gD (p) [D (p+ k) —D (p)] (4.11c)
= ——,' g[D(p+k) —D(p)]' . (4.11d)
In writing the above results we used the relation
(4.12)
where we have separated H into a "normal" part Hk
which will give all crossover exponents equal to unity:
t ) 1 . (4.15d)
We have indicated that in Eq. (4.15d) we have not written
explicitly the terms on the right-hand side which are
products of from 2 to t —1 factors of wk's. Among such
omitted terms are those for general t proportional to
w 1 w2 w 1 w3 and so forth. To calculate the cross-
over exponent associated with w, we only need the term in
II', ' linear in w, (l), i.e., is the first one on the right-hand
side of Eq. (4.15d). Keeping only this term the recursion
relation is
dw, (l) w, (&)=[2—q(l)]w, (l) —g*,=A, ,w, (l), (4.16)
dl [1+r (I)]'
with
k, —:P, /v=2 —g —g*, (4.17)
r„=r+ gw)k ',
j=l
(4.13a)
—1
II„' '=(1+r) —2(1+r) ' 1+r +gwjk ~
J
which can be established in the limit n ~0 for convergent
sums over functions F(p) [here F(p)=D (p)] which are
invariant with respect to the symmetry operations of an
n-dimensional hypercube and which have a series expan-
sion in powers of p.
Vp to this point our treatment has been general enough
to cover the xy model for which there occur nonspherical-
ly symmetric terms as in Eq. (2.16). We now specialize to
the resistor network for which the propagators and vertex
functions are functions of k . (In Appendix E we consid-
er the calculation of the crossover exponent associated
with the lowest-order nonspherically symmetric potential. )
To analyze Eq. (4.7) we expand both sides in powers of
k:
so that when we neglect 6H, we have
(4.18)
6H = —— 2(p k)+k„ —,
[1+w,p'] [1+w i (p+ k)']
(4.19)
for all t. The terms of order higher than linear in the re-
cursion relations do not affect the crossover exponents,
but they do determine the nonlinear scaling fields, as we
shall see later. In calculating the amplitude ratios we need
only the highest-order nonlinear terms in the scaling
fields. For later use we have written these terms [of order
wI(I)] explicitly in Eq. (4.15d). The other terms will not
be needed.
Now we return to Eq. (4.14) and study the effect of the
anomalous term, 611. Equation (4.lid) indicates that each
term in the sum over p is at least quadratic in the wj's.
To see the implication of this result, let us, for the mo-
ment, assume that all wj 's are zero except for w l . Then
Eq. (4.11d) can be written as
2
II,' 'k J
j=0
all„= g SII,k'&.j=l
in which case Eq. (4.7) may be written as
(4.13b)
(4.13c)
If the sum over p converged when w1 —0, we could then
conclude that 5Hk would be of order w 1 and would thus
not contribute to the crossover exponent for w, . In this
case, as we have just seen, all the crossover exponents P,
would be unity. This analysis is valid so long as s is not
infinite, because for finite s the sum consists of a finite
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number of finite terms, and as such is trivially convergent.
The result, Eq. (4.18), is in agreement with previous calcu-
lations for dilute Ising models and with the general ar-
guments of Wallace and Young' and Coniglio, ' which
are expected to hold for discrete-spin models.
When s~ m, however, the sum over p in Eq. (4.19)
diverges unless the dependence of the summand on w~ is
properly taken into account. If this dependence is im-
properly neglected, one has
AH!, —— 2w!k ~i+0(k )
P
= ——wkM2 2 2 23 1
(4.20a)
(4.20b)
SH„= ——,'w, gk k, g fd"p, (4.21)(1+w p2)4
where M~ ao was introduced above Eq. (3.5). Thus, the
coefficient of w! diverges when M~ go. Of course, a
proper calculation should include the fact that this diver-
gence is removed by the w] dependence of the denomina-
tors in Eq. (4.19). In effect, the denominators restrict the
effective number of terms in the sum over p to be of order
w&, and 5II& becomes proportional to w]. To see this
explicitly for the case when only w] is present, we can
write Eq. (4.19) as
where we have neglected terms of order k . Using the fact
that the integral must be isotropic and d"p=Q„p" 'dp
where Q„ is the solid angle subtended by an n-
dimensional sphere, we obtain in the limit n ~0
5IIg —— w )k = ——,w, k2pdp(1+w!p ')'
Thus, the recursion relation for w
&
when r =0 is
dw)
dl
=(2—'g)w! —i g (2—3 )wi =k!w!
from which we obtain
(4.22)
(4.23)
4!=~!v=1+6g*,=I+ +O(e') . (4.24)
2 —g —g* 42
Thus the continuous symmetry of the xy model and the
resistor network brought about by the limit s~ oo leads
to order e corrections to the exponent P!. This subtlety
was not addressed in the early calculations of Dasgupta
et al. ' and Stephen, ' both of whom gave Pi —1, but was
later corrected. ' Apparently, the general discussion of
Wallace and Young' breaks down for the continuous
symmetry case for this reason.
In order to calculate the crossover exponents associated
w th wt for t &1 t is necessary to consider 5H, for gen-
eral t. It is convenient to manipulate (as done in Appen-
dix B) 5H, into the form
t!H, = j dy 1+r(1)+gwJ(l)yj( —1)™t!(t 1)! o dye J (4.25)
With the change of variables y =z/w! (l) this becomes
5rr, = (
—1)'w! (t) wj (l)dz!, 1+r (1)+g . z~t!(t —1)! o dz' w'i (I) (4.26)
To calculate the crossover exponents for w, we need to ex-
tract from 5H, the term that is linear in w, for large l. It
is clear from Eq. (4.25) that in addition to this term there
are many other terms [as in Eq. (4.15d)] which involve
powers of w, for s&t. We will show in detail in the next
section that these terms affect the nonlinear scaling fields
but not the crossover exponents. The term linear in w, in
5II, depends on the initial conditions. Note from Eq.
(3.16) that for the xy model, w, (0)—T' with T~O and
for the resistor network, w, (0) rc' wi-th cr '~0 Thus.
in both cases, w, (0)-w', (0), so that w, /w! is initially of
order unity. To lowest order in e, w, (l) —e w, (0) for all
t, so that w, (l)/wi(l)-e " "w, (0)/w!(0). Thus, for
the physically relevant initial conditions, the large l
behavior of 5H, can be obtained by an expansion in
I
5H, =( —1)'w i(l)a, (ri) . . w, (l)c,(ri)+. .—. (4.27)
with
'2
1 d'
a, (r) = f dz, (1+r +z) ' z't!(t—1)! 0 dz' (4.28a)
t!(t +1)! 1 1
(2t +1)! (1+r)'+ (1+r)'+ (4.28b)
and
powers of the small parameters [w, (l)/w'i (l)], for
s =2, 3, . . .. Keeping the same type of terms as in Eq.
(4.15d) we find, in this limit,
2( —1)' ~ d' 1
c, (r) = dzt!(t —1)! o dz' 1+r +z Zdz' (1+r +z) (4.29a)
=( —1)', 2(t —2) [(t +1)!]'
(2t +2)!(1+r)
c]
(4.29b)
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In Eq. (4.27) some of the terms omitted involve multinomials of positive powers of the w s as in Eq. (4.15), but there are
others involving arbitrarily large positive powers of the variables w, (l)/w&(1). Substituting Eqs. (4.15d) and (4.27) into
Eq. (4.14) we have
dw, (l)
dl
w, (1) w,(1), , (2 —a, )w ) (1) (4.30)
with v as in Eq. (4.6c). The term linear in w, gives the
crossover exponent [defined in Eq. (4.17)] as
Wr:7i&=1+ 4g et=i+ 14 (4.31)
where c& —1/3, c2 —0, c3= —1/35, and so forth. As be-
fore, the omitted terms in Eq. (4.30) determine the non-
linear scaling field associated with P, . These will be con-
sidered in more detail in the next section.
For t & 1 the exponents quoted in Eq. (4.31) differ from
those of Refs. 21 and 22. In those references the cross-
over exponent associated with w, was calculated using the
boundary condition that all w, for s&t were zero at l =0.
(This is the normal procedure in determining crossover
exponents. ) In that case the expansion in powers of
w, /w& was inappropriate. The term linear in w, was ob-
tained by the change of variables w,y'=z, in terms of
which
such as X~X3/Xz ——p3/p2 can be constructed from the p, .
In this section we explicitly evaluate p, for s =2, 3 and
indicate how the calculation can be performed for general
s. As a by-product we obtain general expressions for the
nonlinear scaling fields which scale with the crossover ex-
ponents P, calculated in the preceding section.
The spatial Fourier transform of the inverse correlation
functions, at zero wave vector q, denoted Gz(q =0) intro-
duced in Eq. (3.28b) can be expanded in powers of the re-
plica vector k as
Gk '(q =0)= Q Iik 1, (5.3)
j=0
where I p=gp is the inverse of the percolation suscepti-
bility, i.e., the inverse of the mean-square cluster size.
From the discussion in Sec. II, one sees that the resistive
susceptibilities X, can be obtained from 7~ by differentia-
tion:
6II, = —c, [r(l)]w, (l)
with
( —1)' ", i d' 1c, (0)= dy y't!(t —1)! o dy' 1+y' 2
(4.32)
(4.33)
d = 2X]=
I
Xg 2XpI
d( ——,k )
d 2
X2 = Xg =8XP(XOI —r2),2 2
d( ——'k )
(5.4a)
(5.4b)
This yields $, =1+(e/14)c, as given previously. ' We
should emphasize that this result does not apply to the
randomly diluted xy model or resistor network for which
the boundary conditions are that w, /w& is initially of or-
der unity. There exist a multitude of other crossover ex-
ponents which refer to the boundary condition for which
(wk ) '/(w~ ) ' is of order unity for some set of k's and 1's.
These cases have no obvious physical application.
V. AMPLITUDE RATIOS
AND CROSSOVER FUNCTIONS
The resistive susceptibilities introduced in Ref. 6 and
discussed in Sec. II can be evaluated by series expan-
sions. ' As in the case of pure percolation, there
are a number of invariant amplitude ratios that can be
constructed from the various resistive susceptibilities.
Among these are the ratios
p, —:Xp(p)' 'X, (p)/Xi(p)', p p, . (5.1)
(5.2)
(In this section we will always be concerned with the limit
p~p„which we do not always indicate explicitly in what
follows. ) General ratios of the form
b b, ,+X,' +X,' with gb, = gb, and gsb, = gs'b,
XOX2 I OI 2
p2
— —2 1—
X] p2
(5.5a)
P3=
x~,
' r r, r'r,=6 1 —2
g3 p2 p3 (5.5b)
Within mean-field theory, I o-p, —p and I, -const, for
s & 1, as p~p„ in which case p, ~s!as p~p, .
Under renormalization all the vertices rescale with the
same power of e:
'2 — (n al, {r(0), [w, (0)J)=e 0 I,{r(l), [w, (l)]),
(5.6)
so that p, can be evaluated using the potentialsI,(l)=I,(r(l), {w,(l)]) for any value of 1 including the
3
X3 —— , Xg
—48XO(XOI ) —2Xol )I 2+I 3), (5.4c)d = 223
d( —2k )
where the derivatives are evaluated at k=0. In principle,
we should relate the Xk to Gj, as in Eq. (3.25). However,
that equation shows that the spatially Fourier-
transformed versions of these functions differ only by a
constant at long wavelength (q~0). Thus we treat Gq
and 7& as completely equivalent. Using relations such as
the above, one can express any p, in terms of the coeffi-
cients I ~, e.g.,
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matching point I* defined by r(l~)=1. In Appendix C
we give a simplified version of the calculation to follow
which explicitly shows that the vertex functions
I,(r (0), I w, (0) I ) are independent of the choice of 1*,but
which does not identify the nonlinear scaling fields.
To one-loop order we have
I o(r) =r+ —,g
1 q"-'dq
2 0 (q2+r)2
(5.7)
Here and below the construction of the vertex functions
may be accomplished by noting that they only differ from
the corresponding Eqs. (4.13) and (4.25) by extending the
range of integration over q over the full range from q =0
to q =1. To do this, it is only necessary to replace q =1
in those equations by q and integrate over q, noting that
I
the phase-space factor K~ has been incorporated into the
definition of g. To lowest order in e=6 —d, we obtain
from Eq. (4.5) I o(1*)= t(l*), where
t(1*)=r(l*)—r* =e t(0) (5.8)
(O)~j =wj 2 gwj Jj =wj 2 gwj Jj 2 gwJ~j (5.9)
where Jz has a normal part [as in Eq. (4.15)]
near the critical point. At the matching point
t (1")= I o(l*)= 1, i.e., to order e r (1*)= 1, so that
e ' -p, —p. As mentioned above, the one-loop contri-
butions to the vertex functions I J are found by generaliz-
ing Eqs. (4.13) and (4.25). We write the results as
j' d(k')J k=0 Go(q ro) (5.10a)
Wj
J 2 J1 ~ 'x dx d
r j! o 1+x dz 1+x +z+ gw, r' 'w, 'z'f =2
z=0
(5.10b)
and an anomalous part [as in Eq. (4.25)]
5J= ( '8 f d id d d Iw jr(j 1)I 0 0 dyj r+q +dewy
2
(5.11a)
2WJ r
J
( —1) r x dx dzjt(j 1)t 0 0
d
dz 001+x +z+ g w, w, r' z
1=2
j —1Z (5.11b)
where w~ =wj(l) and r —= r(l) and where we evaluated the
integrals at d =6.
To calculate I ~(l*), we need to know wj(l*). The re-
cursion relations for wz. in Eq. (4.14) can be expressed as
formed from I =0 to the matching point, l =I*, whereas
Jz (1) represents the final "one-shot" integration over
momentum for l =l*. The condition that 1 J be indepen-
dent of 1* is
d w~ (1) = [2—il(l)]w)(l) ——,' gw, (l)KJ(l), (5.12)
dJJ(l)
=KJ(l), (5.14)
I
x exp ——,' f g (1')K~(l')dl' (5.13)
Note that KJ(l') represents the variation of w~ as integra-
tion over successive shells in momentum space are per-
where K~ (1)=Kz '(1)+6K& (1) has a normal part,
KJ' '(1)= IIJ '/wj. (1) and an anomalous part
5KJ(1)=6IIJ./w~(l), so that K/(l) depends on r(l) and all
the potentials w~(l) in a complicated way. Nevertheless,
at least formally, Eq. (5.12) can be integrated using the
fact that to lowest order in e, r (1)—r (0)e and
wj (1)-wj (0)e so that, as indicated, Kz can be regarded
as a function of l:
wj (1)
wj(0)
=exp f [2—il(l')]dl'
JJ(1)= —(1——,cj )lnr (1)+JJ""s+JJ"s(l), (5.15)
where JJ"" consists of terms proportional to inverse
powers of r(l) and JJ"s(l) remains finite in the limit
and to leading order in e the expressions given here satisfy
this relation. To see this, we evaluate —dJj/dl using Eqs.
(5.10b) and (5.11b). In so doing, note that
d[wi(1)/r(1)]/dl —O(e) and d[w, (l)r(l)' 'wi(1) ']/dl
—O(e). Thus in evaluating the derivatives with respect
to l we only need to take explicit account of the l depen-
dence of the upper limit of the integrals over x. The re-
sulting expression for —dJJ /dl can be shown to be
equivalent to KJ(l)=IIJ(l)/wJIo~ as given by Eqs. (4.13)
and (4.26).
We now turn to an analysis of JJ(l). We will show that
it can be written in the form
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r(l)—+0 with wj(I) fixed. (This limit is a formal one: it
has nothing to do with actual renormalization-group tra-
jectories, along which d [r(I)/wj(I)]/dl is of order e. ) In
order to make the decomposition indicated in Eq. (5.15)
we set z =(1+x)p in Eqs. (5.10b) and (5.11b) to obtain
q (0)( )
and
I+p+ g w w ty—t —1 t
1=2 p=O
(5.16b)
(0)JJ.
where
r wi 1 ' ~ d~ [0)
j' 0 (1+x) +
(5.16a)
J
11J, = —j . 5@j[r (1+x)],wj. r j! o (1+x)j+
(5.17a)
where
dp QO1+p+ gw, wi y p
1=2
(5.17b)
Thus we see that Jj(I) is of the form
j
wj I r I j! o (1+x)j+~ (5.18)
1 1 1—j! j —n —1
where b„(l) are the coefficients in the Laurent expansion of the rational function Nj '(y)+M&j(y), in powers of y, which
can be obtained from Eq. (5.17). The b„(l)'s depend on I through their dependence on the w(l)'s. If we integrate the
series in Eq. (5.18) term by term, we will get results corresponding to the decomposition in Eq. (5.15). In doing this in-
tegration it is convenient to replace the upper limit in the integral over x by r, =—r (I). We thereby separate the
dependence on r into two types: one from the r s that appear in the integrand (which are always accompanied by the ap-
propriate factors of wj such that to leading order in e the integrand has no dependence on I), and the other from the fac-
tor r, appearing in the upper limit of the integral. Thus b„(I) depends on the w's in such a way that b„(1)r"(I) is in-
dependent of 1. This implies that the I dependence of Jj(I) arises only from the I dependence of r, . Explicitly, the term
proportional to b„(l) is
wj (I)
b„(l)r (I)"
wj ( I) r ( I) (1+r—1)j—n —1
j —n
1 1+ 1—(1+r, ')j " j —n+1
1
(1+ —1 y' —n+1
(5.19)
JSlng(1) Jsing(Q) Jsing
J 1 J (5.20)
For n &j —1, this term is regular as r~O, at fixed w~.
For n =j—1, Eq. (5.19) yields the logarithmic term in
Eq. (5.15) with additional regular contributions. Finally,
for n &j—1, the terms in Eq. (5.19) which are indepen-
dent of r, yield the "singular" contributions in Eq. (5.15).
As mentioned, the fact that these terms are independent
of r, implies that they are independent of l, to order e.
That is
In view of Eqs. (5.14) and (5.20) we have to leading order
in@
= —(2—c, )I+J,"g(l) —J,'"(0) . (5.21a)
Also for g =g*
I [2—rI(I')]dl'=(2 —q)I+ , g*[H(l) —H(0)], —
(5.21b)
For n &j—1 we also see terms in Eq. (5.19) which depend
on r, and which therefore are dependent on l. However,
counting powers of r indicates that these are regular
terms. It is clear from this discussion that a calculation
of the regular terms is too complicated to be feasible. The
logarithmic term and the most singular of the singular
terms were in essence calculated in the preceding section.
where
H(l)= ——,', [1+r(l)]—'+ —,', [1+r(l)]—'
+- —,[1+r(1)] ' ——,'ln[1+r(1)] .
Thus for g =g*, Eq. (5.13) can be written as
(5.22)
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wj(l) I 1 —,' g—*[JJ"s(1)+H(l))I
= e ' wj(0) Il ——,g*[J~" (0)+H(0)]], (5.23)
where we expanded the exponentials for small g* —e and
identified 2 —7) —g*+ —,'g*cJ as AJ =PJ/v. The combina-
tion on the left-hand side of this equation is the nonlinear
scaling field associated with wz and PJ. It was necessary
to explicitly remove JJ""s in order to obtain a scaling field
which remains well defined in the limit r~0.
To determine I 1(1*),we rewrite Eq. (5.9) as
I J(1 ) =wj(1 ) —, g*w—j(1*)I J&"" —(1——,cj)ln[r(l~)]+ JJ" (1*)I .
Using Eq. (5.23) and setting r {1*)=1 we have
w, (o) I 1+ -, g*[H (1*)—H (o)]][1——,' g*J,'"(o)]——,' g*w, (1')J,""s .
(S.24a)
(5.24b)
To evaluate the amplitude ratios of Eq. (5.5) we only need the most singular part of J"" which has contributions from
both the normal and anomalous terms:
J
„(1) w~ ( I ) (o)
(AJ +5AJ. ), j) 1,
w~ 1) r 1
(5.2Sa)
where
(A,'"+5A, ),
w~ 1
1
1+x +z
d 1
dz 1+x +z
= ( —1)'+ ' {J'—l)j
I "x'dx J' "dzji(j 1)I 0 0 zj—I
( —1)'
QJ{j'—l)j
J
Io] —1 x dx d
j f o 1+x dz
(5.25b)
(S.26a)
(5.26b)
(S.26c)
There are no singular terms for j= l. According to Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) the invariant amplitude ratios are given in terms
of the ratios
I .(1 )I 1 '(1 ) I .(1 )
I J{14) I J(10) exp[
—,
' g*(j —1)[H(l~)—H(0)] I
i, (~ ~ )~„wj(0)[1——,g*JJ"s(0)], wJ(1*)J)""s[1+—,g*(j—1)[H(l*)—H(0)]I
gQ
w i {o)'[1—2 g'J 1"(0)]' w i ( 1*9[1——,' g*J''g ( 1*)]1
(5.27a)
(5.27b)
~——,' g~w) (l~)J~""s/w i (l~) (5.27c)
= —( —1
7
2 —Q.J
(j'—1)j (5.27d)
to order e for p —p, ~0 (e ~ ao). In the above, we used
I o(1")=exp I —,g*[H (1*)—H (0)] ] and expanded for
small g~ where appropriate. From the above, we find
—6 1 —601
5880
(5.28b)
t
19m
p2 ——2 1—420 (5.28a)
and so forth. For d & 6, the correction terms of order e in
Eq. (5.28) become corrections to scaling so that for
d =6+@
pq
—2(1+const)& ~p —p, ~') ~ 2 asp~p, . (5.29)
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VI. SUMMARY V~ =D '(y, x) —D '(y, x') . (A2)
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APPENDIX A. RESISTANCE TO "INFINITY"
In zero field the Hamiltonian for the resistor network
in a given configuration is the quadratic form in the volt-
ages,
H = —,QD(x, x') V„V„,
X)X
(Al)
where D is the matrix obtained when Eq. (2.3) is substi-
tuted into Eq. (2.1). If unit current is put into the circuit
at node x and taken out at node x', then the voltage at site
y is given by
We may summarize this paper as follows.
(1) We have given a detailed calculation of the crossover
exponents, scaling fields, and amplitude ratios at the per-
colation threshold using the xy formalism proposed by
Stephen. ' We introduced some refinements in the for-
malism in order to recover the usual results for the per-
colation problem. We discussed the necessity of taking
the replica limit (n ~0) before the limit sh oo, in which
continuous spin symmetry is recovered. Indeed our re-
sults reproduce the expected behavior: for s finite the
crossover exponents are unity, ' ' whereas for s ~ oo13, 19,20
their values depart from unity.
(2) We have introduced order-parameter correlation
functions which are the generating functions for the prob-
ability distribution governing the resistance between two
points known to be in the same cluster.
(3) We have shown how the theory naturally gives a
number of previously accepted scaling results, in particu-
lar, the well-known result ' ' for the conductivity ex-
ponent t=(d —2)v+P~ and that for anomalous dif-
fusion, 8=(t —P)/v.
(4) We have evaluated the infinite set of crossover ex-
ponents P„of which the first, P~, sets the scale of the
probability distribution for two-point resistances.
The fact that P& ——(P+y)2 is not satisfied indicates that
the Alexander-Orbach conjecture cannot be rigorously
true.
(5) We have given an algorithm to determine the scaling
fields associated with each P„. Explicit calculations of
these scaling fields is out of the question, however, since
they depend on an infinite set of potentials.
(6) Perhaps the most concrete result of this paper, apart
from the crossover exponents, is the calculation (in Sec. V)
of the universal amplitudes associated with appropriate
ratios of resistive susceptibilities corresponding to various
moments of the two-point resistance. These quantities are
currently being investigated by series techniques.
2Vote added. Series results of Y. Meir, J. Adler, A.B.
Harris, and A. Aharony (unpublished) give p2
=2(1—e/21) in excellent agreement with Eq. (5.28a).
This result expresses the well-known fact that D ' is the
Green's function for the system of linear equations deter-
mining the voltages of the network. The resistance,
R (x,x'), between sites x and x' in the presence of the unit
imposed current is equal to the difference in voltage be-
tween the source and the sink:
([ V(x) —V(x')] ) =R (x,x') . (A4)
This relation leads to Eq. (2.14b).
Now we consider the behavior of Gq(x, x') in the limit
when the sites x and x' are infinitely far apart. We ex-
pect, and it is true here, that in this limit the correlation
function is the square of the order parameter. In this lim-
it D '(x, x') vanishes, so that
Xj,(x,x')~[exp( —,' k D '(x—,x) ——,' k D '(x', x'))]„,
I—X —+ (X) (A5)
Since widely separated points have independent environ-
ments we have
Xk(x, x')~[exp( ——,k D '(x, x))]„
&& [exp( —,' k D '(x', x—'))],„
~Mg, ~x —x'~ ~oo . (A6)
The second equality in Eq. (A6) follows from comparison
with an analysis of Mq in Eq. (2.10) which is similar to
that given above for Gk. It remains to identify the physi-
cal interpretation of Mk. For infinitely separated points
we have R(x,x')=D '(x, x)+D '(x', x'), and in a homo-
geneous system these diagonal Green's functions would be
independent of position. [In a finite system, D (x, x) is
infinite, of course. In the thermodynamic limit this quan-
tity is well-defined in spatial dimension greater than two. ]
Thus for a homogeneous system we would identify
2D (x,x) as being the resistance from site x to a site in-
finitely far away. We do that here, noting that this quan-
tity has a probability distribution of finite width, in view
of the fact that the local environment of site x influences
the value of the resistance from this site to infinity. Thus
we write
Mk —[exp( —,' k D '(x, x))],„=—[exp(——,'k R „(x))]„,
(A7)
where this can be taken as a definition of what is meant
by the resistance from x to infinity, denoted R (x). For
k~O, Mk becomes the percolation order parameter, the
probability of being in the infinite cluster. Note that the
resistance between two widely separated sites obeys
[R(x,x')]„=[R „(x)+R„(x')]„/2 .
R (x,x') =D '(x, x)+D '(x', x') —2D '(x, x') . (A3)
The matrix inverses on the right-hand side of Eq. (A3)
may be generated by Gaussian averages with respect to
the weight function exp( H), w—ith H as in Eq. (1). Thus
we conclude that
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APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF Eq. (4.25)
In this appendix we derive Eq. (4.25). We start by
deriving the following lemma:
511t= (cos '0)q"'K„It(n),
2tf
where, with x =p,
(812)
x (p x )'=p'x'+ 'p' (81)
where p=d/dx. In our notation the commutation rela-
tions are
d2
I,(n) = f —,' x" D(x) 4x +2n D(x) .dx dx
(813)
px' —x'p =kxk —',
k k g k 1
(82a)
(82b)
C„=—x(p x)"=xp [x(p x)" ']=xp C„
which, by the inductive hypothesis is
(83)
It is easy to explicitly verify that Eq. (Bl) is true for I =0
and l =1. Now we prove by induction that this relation
holds for general l. Thus we assume that Eq. (Bl) holds
for l =n —1 and use this hypothesis to show that this
equation holds for l =n. Thus we write
As n~0, the factor (cos '0)(t"'K„ is finite and nonzero,
so we consider I, (n) in this limit. The term 2nd/dx is
only relevant when it produces the constant term within
the square brackets. Otherwise, the integration is non-
singular in the n~0 limit and the result is proportional
to n. In the expansion of the tth power of the Laplacian
in Eq. (813) one sees that only the single term where the
factor 2nd/dx occurs once and, in that case, as the left-
most part of the differential operator (so as to remove the
x factor from the operator 4xd /dx ) is relevant. Thus
for n~O we may write
Xp2(pn —1Xnpn —1)(Xpn+ 1)Xnpn —1
Using Eq. (82b) we have
C„=[p"+'x (n +—1)p "]x"p"
=p "[px"+' —(n +1)x"]p"
Now applying Eq. (82a) we obtain
(84)
(85)
I,(n)= f dx D(x) (4xp )'D(x)0 2x
+nx'" )~ D(x)p(4xp )' 'D(x)
(814)
C„=p"(x"+'p )p" (86)
which is the desired relation for l =n. Thus, by induc-
tion, Eq. (Bl) is true for general l.
We now turn to Eq. (4.11c) and expand in the right-
hand side in powers of k:
SII„= g SII,k '=g ', D(p )(k.V ) 'D(p ),
t 2t.
(87)
((k x) ')'"'=(k x )'(cos '0)'"' (88)
where (cos '0)()"'—const/n+O(1), for small n. Since Vz
transforms as a vector, the Wigner-Eckart theorem al-
lows us to write
where we explicitly assume that the propagator is a func-
tion of p . It is clear that 5H is a rotationally invariant
function of k. We therefore can replace the right-hand
side of Eq. (87) by its average (denoted ( )~t)"') over orien-
tations of k. For an arbitrary vector x, we know that
where p is again d/dx. Note that we cannot yet let n ~0
in the second term in the integrand of Eq. (814). We now
integrate this term by parts [nx "~ dx =2d(xn~ )] and note
that for n &0 the boundary contributions at x =0 and at
x = op drop out, the former due to the factor x" ~0
and the latter since we assume that the integral converges
for large x. After this operation, we can let n ~0 and we
obtain the result
I,(n)= —2 f dx[pD(x)][p(4xp )' 'D(x)], (815a)
where the derivatives are restricted to act within the
square brackets. Applying the lemma of Eq. (81), we ob-
tain
I, (n) = —(2) ' ' f dx [pD(x)][p' 'x' 'p'D (x)] .
(815b)
((k V )2t)(n) k2t(V2)t(cos2t0)(n)
We now set
(89) Now we integrate by parts t —1 times, again noting no
contribution from boundary terms, so that
71 —1 0 —4p
~p
+ 271
Bp
(810) I,(n)=( —1)'2 ' ' f dx[d'D(x)/dx'] (x)x' (816)
and, for integration of angle-independent integrands,
y=K„f "p" 'dp, -
P
(811)
(cos '0) "K ~2r!(r()—(r —I!) '21 —2t (817)
It remains only to evaluate the other factors in Eq. (812).
For n =0 we have
where K„-n is the surface area of an n-dimensional
hypersphere for n ~0. Thus
Substituting Eqs. (816) and (817) into Eq. (812) yields fi-
nally
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t
f [d'D(x)/dx'] (x)x' 'dx, (B18)t!(i—1)!
which is Eq. (4.25) of the text when the explicit form of
the propagator is used for D(x).
APPENDIX C. DIRECT CALCULATION
OF VERTEX FUNCTIONS
In this appendix we give a simplified calculation which
leads to the results of Eq. (5.27) without identifying the
nonlinear scaling fields. We use Eqs. (5.6), (5.10b), and
(5.11b) to write
1
I J(r(0), I w, (0) I ) =exp —f [2—g(l)]dl wj(l*) 1 — f ICi[w, (l*)r' '(l*)w & '(l*)(1+-x)' ']1+x
(Cl)
where A~ =[1+r(1)]IIJ Iwj is a function of the arguments indicated. In terms of IIJ we can write
I» I'
wi(l*)=wi(0)exp f [2—71(l)]dl ——,'g* f 3E~ Iw, (l)w, '(l)[1+r(l)]'[1+r(1)] (C2)
We now convert the integral over 1 in Eq. (C2) into one over the variable x = 1/r from 1/r (1*) to 1/r (0). To order e the
term of order e in I"~ can be exponentiated. Then, combining Eqs. (Cl) and (C2) gives
g r '(OYI J(r(0), Iw, (0)I)=wj(0)exp — f E~[w, (0)r' '(0)w~ '(0)(1+x)' '](1+x) (C3)
In writing this equation we also used the fact that to order
e, wt(l)r' '(l)/w &(l) =w, (0)r' '(0)/w ( |)0.
Note that this form shows explicitly that the result for
I J(0) does not depend on the choice of 1*. The most
singular part of I J comes from the term in F~ of order
w~~ /wj, which is obtained from Eqs. (4.15d) and (4.28b) as
F~""s-(—1)'(a, —2)wj I[wlrj '(1+x)J '], (C4)
APPENDIX D. GENERALIZATION
TO m-COMPONENT SPIN SYSTEMS
To start it is useful to note that Eq. (3.9) can be viewed
as an expansion in orthogonal polynomials in the two
components, x~ and x2, of a vector constrained to have
unit magnitude. To see this write
Qo=1
g'„=x, +ix, —=e+i8
and generally
g", =(x, +ix, )k=e'
(D 1a)
(D 1c)
where aj was given in Eq. (4.28b). In this way we obtain
the dominant contribution to I 1 (for j & 1) as
J
(2—aj ) —w|(0)1,(r (0), I w, (0) I ) ——,' g* r(0),(j' 1)j r(0)
j &1, (C5)
where we have omitted subdominant singular terms. To
order e this result is equivalent to Eq. (5.26c).
For two-component vectors there are just two eigenvectors
of angular momentum of magnitude k. To generalize to
three components we should expand in spherical harmon-
ics. However, the analysis can be carried out for a general
number of spin components, m. In this case the expan-
sion will be in terms of kth-order polynomials in the vari-
ables x], x2, . . . , x which are orthogonal on the unit
sphere. As will become evident, we do not have to expli-
citly construct this family of polynomials. We will label
the n (k) kth-order polynomials as
Q„' '(II), tM = 1, 2, . . . , n (k), (D2)
where 0 is the set of m —1 spherical angles needed to
specify the vector x;. Each Q„'"' is a homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree k which satisfies
P2Q (k) 0P (D3)
We will assume that these polynomials are real and have
been orthogonalized, but may not be normalized. Howev-
er, for a given value of k they have equivalent normaliza-
tion so that under rotations in m-component space, the
functions Q„'"' transform into one another by orthogonal
(kmatrices. The normalized functions, Q„'"'=bkg„will—
also be used. We can chose one angle 6 via cost9=x, and
there will be a single kth-order polynomial which remains
nonzero for cos8= 1, which we label go"', in analogy with
the spherical harmonic 1'k. Thus Eq. (3.9) will be gen-
(k )
eralized by replacing fk (x) by Q& (x).
We therefore wish to determine the expansion coeffi-
cient Ft(k, lj, ) analogous to that in Eq. (3.11). For this
purpose we do not worry about discretizing the angular
phase space. We set
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A
k
(D4)
Using orthogonality we determine the expansion coeffi-
cients as
Kcoseg(k)( 8)dII(m)
(k) 2 (m)
e
)
0 co
~2
E )
t (D5)
0
' cosO dQ'
where dQ' ' is the angular measure on the m-dimensional
unit sphere. We obtain Qo"' from the generating function
solution to Laplace's equation in m dimensions:
n
F)(k, p)= +f,(k, p, )
a=1
and we study f~(k, p ) for a single replica. Let v„and
v„be spin vectors associated with two sites x and x' as in
Eq. (3.9). We expand the interaction term as
This expression is best evaluated using the generating
function of Eq. (D6). The result is
fk
fo
1 k! (m +k r —3—)!
2IC r!(k —r)! (m +k —3)! (D12a)
We will eventually need the product over replicas of f's:
F((k, p, ) =g J'k (lK). However, we do not wish to
analyze the nonspherical terms which are generalizations
of that proportional to b2, in Eq. (3.15). Therefore it suf-
fices to make an evaluation to leading order in 1/K. For
this purpose we set cos0=1 —~, where ~-K '. Also
dQ' '-sin 0, so that we may write
/ e Krr(m
—3)/2 g (k) ( 1 r)d~fk (m —3)!k!
(m 3+,k)I e Kr—&(m —3)/2dJo 0
(Dl 1)
(1—2xcos8+x ) )/ =gx "Qo"'(cos8) .
k
Consider the relation
(D6) 1 1—+ [L +(m +p —3)(1—p)]2K rf
Q() (cos8)Q() ( 1 ) =QQ~ ( v )QIs (v ) (D7)
where from Eq. (D6) we have Qo '(1)
=(m —3+k)!/[(m —3)!k!]. The right-hand side of Eq.
(D7) is summed over all the n (k) orthogonal polynomials
of degree k. Using the fact that under rotations in m di-
mensions they transform according to orthogonal ma-
trices, one can show that the right-hand side of Eq. (D7)
is a rotational invariant which can be evaluated in a spe-
cial coordinate system to give the result on the left-hand
side. Also note that the functions Q„" can be normalized
by
1/2f [Qo"'(cos8)]d 0(
L2
P
(D12b)
(D12c)
where L is the angular momentum in m dimensions:
L =k(k+m —2) .
In going from Eq. (D12a) to (D12c) we kept only the lead-
ing term in 1/I( corresponding to a given power of L .
We let k and p be the m-component vectors
k1, k2, . . . , k and p1, p2, . . . , p . Following Sec. III,
we introduce fields P&(x) conjugate to + Q„(v„).
Then the mean-field propagator takes the form
Thus
g(k)
m/2 (m +k —3)!
(m —3)' k!(—,m —2)!(—,m+k —1)
(D8b)
Gk '„—1+r+ gw, L ',
where L 'is
L'= gL
a=1
(D14)
(D15)
eK os gf (It)g( )(v )Q( )( )
k, p
where
fk(K)= f e "' dQ( '[Qo '(cos8)/Qo '(1)] .
(D9)
(D10)
As we have mentioned, the above analysis is confined to
the "spherical" terms, i.e., those involving powers of L .
We now investigate the recursion relations and will con-
fine the analysis to w). Note that the third-order cou-
pling of the P's is
g f dx(t„,(x)p„,(x)(t„,(x) + fdQ( 'Q„' (Q)Q„' (Q)Q„' (II) .
k&, p& k2, p& k3, p.3 x a=1
(D16)
Here g&„——g" ) gk &, where p is summed over n(k ) values and k is summed from 0 to co. Using this in-
teraction we find the contribution to the recursion relation of Eq. (4.7) from Fig. 4 as
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n
II(k, p; k', p')= y" y G(k, ,p, )G(k,p ) / /de( )Q„(n)Q„' (n)Q„' (n)
kl, k2 P I,PP a=1
(D17)
where the primes on the summation indicate that the values k1 ——0 and k2 ——0 are excluded. One can show that symmetry
requires H to be diagonal in both k and (M, and that it be independent of )u, . Summing over p, repeatedly using Eq. (D6),
and noting that Qo'"'(1) fdO' '=n (k), we get
n
H = g "G(k, )G(k ) Q JdO,Q (cos0)Q ' (cosO)Q ' ( osH)[Q ' (1)Q ' (1)/Q (1)] (D18)
k[, k2 a=1
In writing this result we used the fact that G also does not depend on p. Note that the excluded terms simply give
2G(k)G(0) as in the xy model. If we neglected the dependence of the G's on k( and k2, then the sums over these vari-
ables would produce a 5 function setting cos0=1. When this dependence is not neglected, the integrand will still be
dominated by cos6= 1. We set cosO= 1 —r, with r-1/K and find, using Eq. (D6)
12
[Q() '(1 r)/Q()—"'(1)]=1— +0(r ),
(m —1) (D19)
This result will suffice to give the part of Hk of order L correct to leading order in 1/E as required for the recursion re-
lation for u)). To evaluate the integral in Eq. (D18) we use the following recursion relation obtained by differentiating
Eq. (D6) with respect to x:
(k+1)QO +' (y)+(k+m —3)QO" "(y)=(m+2k —2)ygo (y) .
Then, taking the normalization constant from Eq. (D8b), we find
1/2
(k)( g) (k+))( g)d~(~) (k+1)(m +k
—2)
(m +2k)(m +2k —2)
(D20)
(D21)
Note that ~ has matrix elements in which k is increased or decreased by one unit. Also since ~=1—cosO has a unit con-
stant term, it gives rise to a unit diagonal term in the matrix element of Eq. (D18). Thus to order L the angular integra-
tions in Eq. (D18) yield
2
II„=—2G (k)G (0)+G (0)— g G(p) gQ, (1)m —1
+ QG(p)G(p+) + Qo (1)Q0 (1)m —1 a=1
(p, +1)(m +p, —2)
(m +2p( —2)(m +2p()
1/2 i
+ yG(p)G(p )/ Qo (1)Q, (1)
m —1 a=1
1/2
(p, )(m +p, —3)
(m +2p) —4)(m +2p) —2) (D22)
where p =p for a) 1 and p,—=p(+1. Substituting into Eq. (D22) we obtain Hk —Hk '+5Hk as in Eqs. (4.10b), with
HI,
' as in Eq. (4.11a) and
L2 (m +p —3)!SH„= QG(p) Q ( —,m+pm —1,(m —3)!p !
E
m+p] —2 P1G(p+ ) —G(p)+ G(p )
2p1m —2 2p]+m —2
(D23)
The integral is dominated by large values of p, so that (m +p —3)!/(p )!=p . Also we use Eq. (D14) dropping
terms with t ~ 1. Then we have
2 n
5H(, — g +p (2p +m —2) [—(m —1)u)(G (p)+(L))(2p)+m —2) G (p)],m —1 (D24)
where we have dropped terms which lead to contributions which are higher than linear in w]. To proceed we replace the
sums by integrals and set
—A,(1+r+w L~)
(n —1)! (D25)
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In this way the contribution to 5IIk from the term in Eq. (D24) proportional to G (p) is found to be —L w&G (0), and
the other term is
2 m —3w~, z p~ (2p&+m —2) e ' ' ' dp,
A dke (+) 0
m —1 3f p ~ p]+rn — em —3(2
w
1P 1 (P 1+ — )dpi
(D26)
where the denominator comes from n —1~—1 identical integrals over replicas 2, 3, . . . , n. These integrals are easily
evaluated for small u&. In this way we find
5Hg —w)L G (0)( —1+ —', )+O(w', ) . (D27)
Comparison with Eq. (4.22) indicates that we have obtained the same result for P& for general m as for the (m =2) xy
model. This is expected, since the equations for the transverse spin components for m )2 is equivalent to the circuit
equations for the corresponding resistor network.
APPENDIX E. CALCULATION OF THE EXPONENT p2,
In this appendix we calculate the exponent Pz, that distinguishes the xy model from the resistor network. To do this
we need to find the contribution to Hz that is linear in both wz, and g k . Accordingly, we may set all potentials other
than w& and w2, equal to zero. We expand Hq in powers of wq, .
5Hq ——gD (p+ —,k)D (p ——,k)
P
(Ela)
Do(p+ & k) —w2&DO(p+ & k) g(p~+ z k~) Do(p —2 k) —wz~Do(p —z k) g(p~ —& k~)
P a a
where Do '(p) = 1+w&p . Denoting the part of 5Hk linear in wz, by 5Hk &, we have
5HQ ] = —2w2, + g(p~ + , k~ ) Do—(p+—,' k)DO(p ——,k)
p a
(Elb)
(E2)
We use the representation
—k(1+w 2)D ( )= A," 'dA. e
(k —I )!
so that
T
5Hq ~ ——2wq, f dke Xf dye "+exp[ —w&(A, +p)(p + ~ k ) —w&(k —p)p k] g(p + —,' k )~
P a
(E3)
(E4)
We set p =P + —,(p, —A. )k /(@+A, ), so that
—w (A+ )P
5Hq ~ ——2wq, f dAe A, f dye " ge ' exp[ —w~Apk /(k+p)] g P + k0 0 p+A,
The contribution linear in Q:—g k (which we denote 5II2, ) is thus
4
4
(E5)
5H2, ——2wp, Q f die A. f dye —w ((A.+p)$2e (E6a)
= —2w2, Q f die A, f dye
4
(E6b)
is w2cgk~ (E6c)
a
Remembering that II' ' contributes a term to the recursion relation for m2, that has the same coefficient as that for all
of the other potentials, we obtain
(E7a)
I
1 + &O5 6' o (E7b)
This answer, as well as the calculation leading thereto, is essentially identical to that for the lowest-order noise crossover
exponent.
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